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  DESIGNING AN EPORTFOLIO  
Distinguished Communicator Medal Program 

ePortfolios let you show off who you are, and the kind of work you can do. Ideally, a 

viewer should be able to spend a few minutes on your website and walk away with a 

good sense of the kind of work you do. But making this happen is no easy task! This 

guide will review the key pieces of information you should consider including in 

your portfolio, as well as provide annotated examples to help you get your head 

around what makes an effective web presence. 

 

WHAT INFORMATION SHOULD I INCLUDE? 

Most portfolios contain, at minimum, the following: your name, a brief biography, a 

showcase of some relevant projects, and contact information.  

Bio. Give a quick introduction of who you are, your biggest accomplishments, and 

what drives you. 

Showcase of projects. Many online portfolios will show a number of projects 

(anywhere from three to 20ish). Usually you’ll want to include a project title, photo 

or graphic, and a brief description of the project and why it was amazing. 

Here are some additional things that you might see on a portfolio website: 

• Links to social media accounts (typically, Twitter, Github, or LinkedIn. 

Personal Facebook or Instagram accounts are rare, unless you use them 

professionally) 

• A photo (feel free to use a cartoon if you’re camera shy!) 

• Resume or CV 

• Awards/recognition 

• Education 

• Personal fun facts 
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WHAT STYLE SHOULD I GO FOR? 

You can choose whatever style or aesthetic feels right to you—flashy, modern, sleek, 

simple, nerdy, elegant. You’ll see a variety in the examples below. Whatever you 

choose, remember this: the style is also a reflection of who you are as a professional. 

That doesn’t mean it needs to be boring, but rather you want it to give an accurate 

and useful glimpse of who you are, while still being easy to access and understand 

for any viewer. 

 

HOW DO I HOST AN EPORTFOLIO? 

When it comes to finding a place to host your website, options abound! There are 

many free website builders and hosts such as Google Sites, Wix, Github Pages, 

Weebly, Wordpress, and more. These free sites often come with a variety of 

“catches,” such as restricted domain names or limits in storage. Nonetheless, they 

are incredibly popular, and you should feel free and able to use them. Github and 

Google Sites are especially commonly used among academic and research spaces 

now. Most of these come with free website builders, meaning no coding experience 

is necessary. 

You can also choose to purchase a domain name (such as www.yourname.com) and 

space on a server to host that domain. Oftentimes, companies will let you do both of 

these together for a small fee per month. For example, with companies such as 

Hostinger, GoDaddy, or Bluehost, you can pay a few dollars per month to have your 

own website. The “perk” of choosing a paid option is getting the exact website 

address that you want, and sometimes more customizability and features to go 

along with it. Many hosting sites come with free website builders as well, meaning 

you don’t have to know HTML or Java to create your website.  

 

EXAMPLES 

 



Brief but informative bio

Simple menu

Personalized with photo

Links to other websites

Clear direction on where to navigate to

EXAMPLE	1:	PROGRAMMER
https://varadbhogayata.github.io/

https://varadbhogayata.github.io/


Clear page title
Current position

Quantify specific relevant skills & 
experience



Uniform page style (boxes) makes it 
easier to navigate Catchy graphics

Project title

Very brief project description



Simple menu

Links to other websites Clear direction on where to navigate to

EXAMPLE	2:	COMPUTER	SCIENCE	ENGINEER
https://yashitanamdeo.github.io/

Brief but informative bio

https://yashitanamdeo.github.io/


Quick overview of experience Title, company, dates

Bullet points about specific 
achievements



Project titleCatchy graphic

Brief project description and links to 
more resources



EXAMPLE	3:	DESIGNER	AND CODER
https://www.adhamdannaway.com/

Fun image gives you a sense of their style

Multiple roles/job titles à two pages

https://www.adhamdannaway.com/


Brief summary of experience that shapes portfolio

Card/box format showcases many 
projects



EXAMPLE	4:	ARCHITECT
https://ntchwaidumela-thomas.pixpa.com/

Stylized name Full image highlights work/style

Clear menu for where to go next

https://ntchwaidumela-thomas.pixpa.com/


Expanded menu for more “about” info
Clean simple aesthetic of page represents their 
architectural style

Simple, accessible (not stuffy!) photo



Photo grid shows off variety of projects. Note 
that each picture opens a new page 



Project title
Description of what project is/accomplished in 
the community



EXAMPLE	5:	RESEARCHER
https://www.halek.co/ (one of Illinois Tech’s professors!)

Bio starts with current role

Begin with highlighting key areas of research

Highlight major accomplishments

State backgroundContact info and CV Future-oriented statement

Appropriate but casual photo 
lends an air of accessibility

https://www.halek.co/


For a researcher, the portfolio of things to “show 
off” is often more like a list of publications. In 
that sense, this list functions similarly.

Personal tidbits are ok! Use them 
sparingly and to make an 
impression on how you are a 
rounded human.

Clear order to the list (by date)
Highlight his 
contribution with bold

Note the “recent” aspect. This list is meant to 
highlight his most current work, not list all of it. A 
CV or resume would be a comprehensive list.


